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re-critical Christian scholars interpreted Genesis 1–3 as
the fountainhead for all biblical theology and the basis for God’s
ultimate act of redemption through the provision of the Seed of the
woman in the person of the Messiah.1 These scholars also accepted
without question the continuity between the intentionality of Torah or
Book of Moses (in its canonical or ﬁnal form) and the NT interpretation
PG JU TFF +PIO o  *O FTTFODF .PTFT UIF NBO BOE UIF CPPL XBT
regarded as a faithful witness of the future Messianic realities (see Heb
 BOE UIF DPNQPTJUJPOBM JOUFOUJPOBMJUZ PG UIF 1FOUBUFVDI XBT UJHIUMZ
moored to the hope of the new covenant. The rise of critical scholarship, however, brought in its wake not only the rejection of the literary
unity of Genesis 1–3, but also a whole new understanding of the compositional history and intentionality of the Pentateuch in its ﬁnal form.
Genesis 1–3 was deemed to be composed of two mutually contradicting
creation accounts from diﬀering time periods and with diﬀering theologies. Eventually, Gen 2:4b—3:24 was attributed to an earlier prophetic
source (“J”), and 1:1—2:4a was attributed to a ﬁnal post-exilic priestly
MBZFS i1w  -JLFXJTF UIF JOUFOUJPOBMJUZ PG UIF 1FOUBUFVDI PS )FYBUFVDI
Tetrateuch) was tightly bound to the agenda of the post-exilic priestly
circles: namely, Second Temple Judaism.
Recent trends in modern Pentateuchal scholarship in particular,
and biblical studies in general, have called into question both the notion of the disunity of Genesis 1–3 (and the Pentateuch as a whole) as
well as the assumption that the intentionality of the ﬁnal form (canonical) Pentateuch is bound up with the priestly agenda of Second Temple
Judaism. Although the climate of Pentateuchal studies is changing, there
have been relatively few attempts to interpret Genesis 1–3 as a coherent
1. See the history of interpretation in chapter 2.
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and the Writings (Tanakh) as a whole.
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The primary purpose of this book is to apply a text-centered, compositional analysis to Genesis 1–3 in order to discern the relationship between
these chapters and the remainder of the Torah. In addition, the function
of Genesis 1–3 in the canonical Tanakh is investigated. Studies of the
ﬁrst three chapters of Genesis have generally focused on the exposition
of the content of the individual hypothetical sources,2 ANE parallels,3
scientiﬁc and ecological issues;4 ethical issues of gender, sexuality, and
marriage; and theological issues pertaining to the image of God and
the doctrine of the Trinity.6 Although there have been many literary
analyses applied to Genesis 1–3,7 to date there have been relatively few
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“P—Understanding the Priestly Source,” 30–37, 44–47; Kutsch, “Paradieserzählung,”
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Komposition,” 803–43.
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text-centered attempts to interpret Genesis 1–3 as the introduction to
the Pentateuch.8 Furthermore, text-centered studies that have attempted
to interpret Genesis 1–3 as the introduction of the Pentateuch are by
no means exhaustive. It is the contention of this book that Genesis 1–3
merits further investigation, not only in terms of its relationship to the
rest of the Pentateuch, but also in terms of its signiﬁcance for discerning
the overall redactional concerns behind the formation and shaping of
the Tanakh.9
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In this book the following thesis is argued: when understood as the introduction to the Torah and to the Tanakh as a whole, Genesis 1–3 intentionally foreshadows Israel’s failure to keep the Sinai Covenant as well as
UIFJSFYJMFGSPNUIF1SPNJTFE-BOEJOPSEFSUPQPJOUUIFSFBEFSUPBGVUVSF
work of God in the “last days.” Adam’s failure to “conquer” (Gen 1:28) the
seditious inhabitant of the land (the serpent), his temptation and violation of the commandments, and his exile from the garden is Israel’s story
en nuce.10 The certitude of failure in the introduction to the Pentateuch
anticipates the conclusion (Deut 28:69 [29:1, English versions]—34:12).
Just as it was in the beginning, under the best of circumstances, so also
it will be in the end. In the conclusion to the Pentateuch, Moses presents Israel’s future apostasy and exile as a certainty (see Deut 30:1–10;
31:28–29). Thus, the Pentateuch is framed with a prophetic awareness11
of Israel’s exile due to their failure to keep the Sinai Covenant both in the
present and in the future (see for example Deut 32:1–43) because of the
evil “inclination” ( יצרPGUIFJSIFBSU DPNQBSF(FOXJUI%FVU
31:21). This inclusio of pessimism at both ends of the Pentateuch with
respect to human abilities to “do this and live,” not only supplies the contextual framework for interpreting the Sinai Narrative, but also provides
i-JOHVJTUJDBOEЅFNBUJD1BSBMMFMTwo0VSP i(BSEFOPG&EFO"DDPVOU wo
1BSLFSBOE1BUUF i4USVDUVSBM&YFHFTJT wo1BUUF i(FOFTJTBOE wo4IFB 
“Unity of Creation Account,” 9–39; Trimpe, Von der Schöpfung.
8. Notable exceptions include Collins, Genesis 1–4; Sailhamer, Pentateuch as
Narrative5PFXT i(FOFTJTo wo
9 ЅF-BX UIF1SPQIFUT BOEUIF8SJUJOHT
10. See Bovell, “Genesis 3:21?” 361–66.
11. For the notion of a “prophetic” Pentateuch—in contradistinction to a “priestly”
Pentateuch as is commonly assumed—see Sailhamer, Meaning of Pentateuch, 248–49.
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the rationale for the need of a new work in the “last days,” whereby God
would rectify the human inclination by means of a circumcised heart
(Deut 30:6). Moreover, the groundwork is also laid for the expectation
of another “Adam” (another priest-king) to arise from among the people
of Israel who will ultimately fulﬁll the creation mandate in the “last
days.” In other words, Genesis 1–3, when read as integrally related to the
Pentateuch and the Tanakh as a whole, is not meant to encourage Israel to
keep Sinai; rather, it forthrightly admits that Israel did not (and will not)
keep it, and therefore prepares the reader to wait expectantly in exile for
a new work of God in the last days (just as Jacob and Moses did).
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